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The present article deals with the following issues: 1) the uneven terraces preservation state 

and the reconstruction of their original (primary) surface; 2) the separation of fragments of 

adjacent terraces, which are close in the surface height; 3) the distinction of old (over-valley) 

Seret and Dniester terraces; the terraces of consequent Podolian rivers; 4) the distinction of 

over-valley terraces deposits and weathered clay, gravel, conglomerates and sands of the 

middle-upper Miocene. 

The original surface preservation of the local terraces individual fragments depends mainly 

on the irwidth and the irposition in the relief. Importance The age (ancientness) of the terraceis 

also important here. The transformation of the late-Pleistocene terraces’ primary surfacesis 

determined mainly by the formation of diluvial and proluvial-diluvial trailsintheir rear part and 

with the reduction of the irexternal (above-risers) parts. The above-risers surfaces of lowerings 

often close up or almost close up with trail-coveredparts of these terraces. The preservation 

state of fragments of earlier Pleistocene terraces is even worse. Some of them are completely 

destroyed by denudation – they are substituted with products of structural-denudation genesis 

that are formed in the strata of river sediments and are similar to river terraces. It was found that 

ancient (over-valley) lower Seret pebbles, being mainly the product of redeposition of 

previously accumulated Pra-Dniester channel alluvium, in the petrographic of large fragments 

resemble pebbles of ancient Dniester terraces. Therefore, superficial studyof alluvium 

petrographic composition can not be the basis for accurate distinguishing between over-valley 

channel sediments and terraces of Seret and that of Dniester. Morphological and geological 

evidence is presented here in order to prove that broad "(pass-through)" valleys, located on the 

summit surfaces of interfluvesin the lower near-Seret region can not be attributed as river 

valleys. The thesis in this article submits and grounds that the relief elements of ancient 

consequent river valleys and their river sediments could have been preserved only on the 

highest evened areas of lower near-Seret region interfluves. 
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